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What You’ll Learn

The fundamentals of
valuation-driven investing
What it means to
estimate the fair value
of investments
How valuation-driven
strategies can strengthen
diversification

The purpose of investing is simple:
simple: to
to help
help investors
investorsreach
reachtheir
theirfinancial
financial
goals. Normally, you work to achieve
achieve this
this for
for your
your clients
clientsby
bymaximising
maximising
the return on the capital the client has available, without
without taking
taking excessive
excessive
risk. The challenge for investors
investors and
and their
their advisers
adviserstoday
todayisishow
howtoto
achieve this in a market environment where prospective
prospective returns
returns are
are low.
low.
Low rates
ratesand
andhigh
highrisk
risk
Today, interest rates and bond yields are
are at
at record
record low
lowlevels,
levels,mainly
mainlydue
due
to accommodative monetary policy. Investors do not have
have an
an alternative,
alternative,
as equities are generally at
at high
high valuation
valuation levels,
levels,especially
especiallyininthe
theUS
US
and Australia. Growth remains
remains muted
muted and macroeconomic risks
risks are
are high.
high.
While markets have performed strongly
strongly in
in recent
recent years,
years, we
wecannot
cannot
assume these returns will continue.
The temptation for investors
investors isis to
to either
eitherinvest
investininmore-speculative
more-speculativeassets
assets
or to follow approaches that attempt to earn
earn higher returns by short-term
short-term
decisions driven by market timing. Neither of these
these are
are aa reliable
reliablesolution
solution
to the problem and both come with significant risks.
Price
versusvalue
value
Price versus
Instead, a more sensible approach is to focus
focus solely
solely on
on those
thoseassets
assetsthat
that
are currently priced significantly below their real
fair value and avoid those
that are priced above. This isis known
known as
as valuation-driven
valuation-driveninvesting.
investing.ItItisisan
an
approach that has been practiced by some of the world’s best investors
and identified by academics as a consistent source of
of superior
superior returns.
returns.
How valuation-driven
valuation-driveninvesting
investing
works
works
Valuation-driven investing is built
built on
on two
two key
key concepts.
concepts. First,
First,an
anasset
assethas
has
a fair value that can be estimated through careful analysis.
analysis. Second,
Second,
while the price of an asset may deviate
deviate significantly
significantly from
fromfair
fairvalue
valueininthe
the
short term, it will tend to return to its
its fair
fair value
valueover
overthe
thelong
longterm.
term.
Valuation-driven investors aim
aim to
to earn
earn superior
superior returns
returns by
by seeking
seeking out
out
assets that are underpriced by the wider market and waiting for
for
them to return to fair value. This
This approach
approach may
may sound
sound simple,
simple, but
but itit can
can
be extremely difficult to execute.
execute.
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Concept 2: How to get (and keep) more than
what you pay
To use a valuation-driven investing process, you need to identify investments that seem to be trading
at a substantial discount to their fair value. This may sound simple compared to the process
of estimating fair value, but investors must always be alert to the risk of value traps. These are
investments that appear to be cheap relative to their fair value, but their fair value estimate
does not properly consider the deteriorating prospects of the underlying business. These investments
are unlikely to return to their apparent fair value and if their outlook worsens, investors may
even suffer permanent capital losses. But how can you tell the difference between a true bargain
and a value trap?
There are two steps that can help you avoid value traps:
1. Conduct deep fundamental research on the business whenever the price of an asset appears
to have become dislocated from its apparent fair value.
Your goal for this research is to determine whether historic valuation norms still hold. Including this
step in the investment process differentiates valuation-driven investment, which uses value
as a starting point for further research, from simpler value-investing approaches that typically select
investments using only basic comparative valuation metrics.
2. Ensure that the purchase price of an asset includes a significant margin of safety.
The margin of safety is the difference between the intrinsic value of an investment and its
market price. This concept, defined by Benjamin Graham and David Dodd in their 1934
book, Security Analysis, is based on the premise that it is usually impossible to calculate a
precise fair value. Consequently, investors should focus only on assets that are currently
priced at a substantial discount to the best estimate of fair value. The idea is this: If the
discount is large enough, it is unlikely that the asset will realise a poor return, even if its
fair value estimate is inaccurate.
The margin of safety that an investor demands is not constant but will depend on the predictability
of the fair value. For example, the margin of safety required by an investor to justify a long-term
investment in a mining company will be significantly greater than the margin of safety needed to
hold a short-term government bond, due to the relative uncertainty of calculating the future
cash flows for the mining company stock.

Valuation
andtrue
true
diversification
Valuation and
diversification
Valuation-driven
investmentis is
typically
Valuation-driven investment
typically
associated
withequities,
equities,yetyet
is equally
associated with
is equally
applicable
otherassets.
assets.Valuation
Valuation
applicable totoother
gaps against
againsthistorical
historicalnorms
normsmay
may
occur
occur
in any
any sector,
sector,geography
geographyororasset
asset
class,
class,
including
bondsand
andproperty.
property.If Ifananasset
asset
including bonds
provides
cashflow
flowthat
thatyou
youcan
can
provides aacash
analyse,
thenyou
youcan
canmake
makethe
thecalculations
calculations
analyse, then
required
toestimate
estimateitsitsintrinsic
intrinsic
value.
required to
value.
We
cancalculate
calculateananexpected
expectedreturn
return
We can
forfor
each asset
assetclass
classand
andthen
thenallocate
allocate
capital
acrossequities,
equities,bonds
bonds
and
property,
capital across
and
property,
as well
wellas
asacross
acrossgeographies,
geographies,
to to
generate
thehighest
highestreturn
returnforfora given
a given
generate the
level
ofrisk.
risk.
level of
When
diversification
isn’t
enough
When diversification
isn’t
enough
Multi-asset
investinghas
hastraditionally
traditionally
Multi-asset investing
depended
ondiversifying
diversifyingamong
amongassets
assets
that
depended on
that
have
lowcorrelation
correlationwith
witheach
each
other
have low
other

totoreduce
andcreate
createa asmoother
smoother
reduce volatility
volatility and
investment
journey.AAsimple
simpleapproach
approach
investment journey.
totodiversification
maynot
notalways
alwaysbebeeffective
effective
diversification may
ininreducing
risk of
ofpermanent
permanentcapital
capital
reducing the risk
loss,
asititisispossible
possibleforforthethe
loss, however,
however, as
majority
assetstotobe
beovervalued
overvaluedatatthethe
majority of assets
same
Also,valuation
valuationanomalies
anomalies
same time.
time. Also,
tend
by investor
investorsentiment,
sentiment,soso
tend to
to be
be driven by
it’s
investmentsinindifferent
different
it’spossible
possible for investments
asset
tobe
beaffected
affectedbybythe
thesame
same
asset classes
classes to
economic
economic developments.
developments.
For
concernsabout
aboutaaslowdown
slowdownin in
Forexample,
example, concerns
Chinese
growthcould
couldaffect
affect
Chinese economic
economic growth
assets
diverseas
ascommodities,
commodities,emergingemergingassets as diverse
markets
and European
Europeanluxury
luxurygoods
goods
markets bonds and
manufacturers.
So investors
investorswho
whoare
arebuilding
building
manufacturers. So
aavaluation-driven
portfoliomust
musttake
take
valuation-driven portfolio
account
underlyingdrivers
driversofofreturns
returns
account of
of the underlying
and
thatare
arediversified
diversified
andhold
hold assets
assets that
among
drivers,rather
ratherthan
thanthose
thosethat
that
among these
these drivers,
simply
low historic
historiccorrelation.
correlation.
simply have low

Keeping
yourstrategies
strategies
productive
Keeping your
productive
A valuation-driven
valuation-driveninvestment
investmentstrategy
strategy
excludes
assetsthat
thatare
arenotnotproductive,
productive,
excludes assets
such as
as gold,
physical
gold,
which generates
which
generates
no returns no
regular
cash purely
flows and
is on
priced
purely
and is priced
based
market
based
on market
speculations.
speculations.
The justification
for The
including
justification
including
nonproductive
nonproductiveforassets
in a portfolio
rests
assets
portfolio
rests
on the
entirelyinonathe
fact that
theyentirely
often have
low
fact
that they
have
correlation
withoften
assets
suchlow
as correlation
stocks
with
assetscreating
such asshort-term
stocks anddiversification
bonds,
and bonds,
creating
short-term
diversification
benefits within
a portfolio.
Holding benefits
within
a portfolio.
Holding uncorrelated,
uncorrelated,
nonproductive
assets may
nonproductive
assets
may reduce
the
reduce the severity
of short-term
declines,
severity
of short-term
declines,
butcost
this
but this will
typically come
at some
will
typicallyperformance.
come at some cost
to
long-term
to long-term performance.

We regularly publish
publish research
research and
andguides
guideson
oninvesting.
investing.We
Wealso
alsoput
putour
ourvaluation-driven
valuation-driveninvesting
investing
TM
®
approach to
to work
work in
in Morningstar
Morningstar® Managed
ManagedPortfolios,
Portfolios which
, our include
discretionary
investment
management
managed
funds and
managed
service
including
income, growth and wealth
accountsdesigned
designedtotomeet
meeta adiverse
diverserange
rangeofofclient
clientneeds,
investment
goals.
preservation. They are available through popular adviser platforms, have no minimum investment
levels
and offerPortfolios
a competitive
feeenhance
structure.
Our Managed
can help
your investment offerings, strengthen client
relationships and streamline your business. Together, we bring your clients the best of
Our
services
cantohelp
your
investment
offerings, strengthen
client
bothmanaged
worlds: Aportfolio
plan you’ve
tailored
theirenhance
goals that
has
all of the advantages
of professional
relationships
and streamline your business. Together, we bring your clients the best of
portfolio management.
both worlds: A plan you’ve tailored to their goals that has all of the advantages of professional
portfolio management.

Recommended Reading
Ben Graham’s 1949 book, The Intelligent Investor, is the foundation of the valuation-driven investing
approach. It can be a bit intimidating, but Graham’s light humour helps carry the reader through.

If you are intrigued and would like to learn more about valuation-driven investing, we suggest:
The Most Important Thing
Howard Marks

Value Investing
James Montier

Margin of Safety
Seth Klarman

The Little Book of Common Sense Investing
John C. Bogle

The Warren Buffett Way/The Warren Buffett Portfolio
Robert Hagstrom
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About Morningstar Investment Management
Morningstar Investment Management Australia Limited is part of Morningstar, Inc., a stock
exchange listed company (NASDAQ: MORN) with over 4,000 employees across more than
27 countries. We are a leading provider of asset allocation, portfolio construction and
investment research services with over 35 years’ experience; managing and advising on more
than A$280 billion globally (as at 30 September 2017). Pension funds, banks, institutions,
financial advisers and other investment professionals turn to Morningstar for research, analysis
and investment solutions.

Global Investment Management, Local Expertise
Morningstar’s investment professionals share an international perspective that is informed by
local market knowledge and guided by consistent global principles to craft solutions that cater
to the unique needs of their markets. The Australian team includes experienced investment
managers, dedicated asset class specialists and an in-house investment operations team,
fostering cohesive and agile decision-making - all designed to better support your clients in
achieving their goals.

Contact Us Today

Call +61 2 9276 4550
► Email audistribution@morningstar.com
► Visit morningstarinvestments.com.au
►

For ﬁnancial adviser use only. This document is issued by Morningstar Investment Management Australia Limited (ABN 54 071 808 501,
AFS Licence No. 228986) (‘Morningstar’). ©Copyright of this document is owned by Morningstar and any related bodies corporate
that are involved in the document’s creation. As such the document, or any part of it, should not be copied, reproduced, scanned or
embodied in any other document or distributed to another party without the prior written consent of Morningstar. The information
provided is for general use only. In compiling this document, Morningstar has relied on information and data supplied by third parties.
Whilst all reasonable care has been taken to ensure the accuracy of information provided, neither Morningstar nor its third parties
accept responsibility for any inaccuracy or for investment decisions or any other actions taken by any person on the basis or context
of the information included. Past performance is not a reliable indicator of future performance. Morningstar does not guarantee
the performance of any investment or the return of capital. Morningstar warns that (a) Morningstar has not considered any individual
person’s objectives, ﬁnancial situation or particular needs, and (b) individuals should seek advice and consider whether the advice
is appropriate in light of their goals, objectives and current situation. Before making any decision about whether to invest in a ﬁnancial
product, individuals should obtain and consider the disclosure document. For a copy of the relevant disclosure document, please
contact our Adviser Distribution Team on 02 9276 4550.
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